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WHAT HO?
The Toike Oike is a covert organization

committed to the proliferation ofhumour at

the University ofToronto. It is our mandate

to insist that your education is NOT about

your career so much as it is about shaping

your outlook on life to come. So lighten up.

sit back and have an iced tea (even if it’s cold

outside). Our ranks are filled with zealous

revolutionaries from both Engineering and
Arts & Science. We meet every month on

tile Saturday following distribution. Viva la

revolution!

DISCLAIMER
The radical, ultra left-wing opinions

expressed in this newspaper do not

necessarily reflect those of the Engineering

Society or the University of Toronto. In

fact, they don’t even necessarily reflect the

opinions of the writers. If you happen to

find ry of the material within these pages

offensive, do not try to sue us, as we have

a crack team of crackhead lawyers ready to

bring tha puin. Sucka.

Printer
Weller Publishing Inc

Ad Placement
Campus Plus

= Editorial

=

A Misconstrued Mess

HEY KIDS!
Don'tforget:

Content Meetings:

This university is great. I like how people are cutting out the middle-man, cause the world

needs less of those. Apparently I am a middle-man too, because everyone who complained

about the back page of the last issue completely bypassed my mailbox and went straight to the

administrative body. This newspaper does have an e-mail clearly listed in the masthead, Sol

can only conclude that since my mailbox was empty that people felt it was unnecessary to talk

to the editors and writers about this.

Cause you know, I get spoon-fed all my articles from both the Faculty of Engineering and

Applied Science and the Engineering Society. I have no say in what gets published. This

is government controlled media, after all. Sounds sarcastic? Mayhap unreasonable? Your

suspicions are correct. But that’s the way it looks to me when my mailbox remains empty.

Fri. Feb 13 @
4:00pm

(alt oh.fviday the thirteenth!)

&
Thurs. Feb 19 @

In reality, the Faculty was quite understanding of the situation and I thank them for that.

Unfortunately no one can control people who choose to make literal interpretations (mis-

interpretations, if you will) of a humour newspaper. I’m not surprised that educated people

can so often disagree with each other. The reason of course is that some people just don’t

think before they act.

Enough with this nonsense. I have a few things to say in regard to the ad spoof that has caused

such a lather:

1) The advertisement spoof in question is not about abortion.

2) It is in fact a spoof of birth control advertisements in Womens’ magazines.

3) The use of abortion in the piece is not used maliciously or carelessly. It was a choice of the

author to juxtapose birth control with the absurd.

4) The definition of satire is printed on the page, in case you forgot we are a humour

newspaper.

5) Satire is a form of social commentary.

6) The ad does not say anything in particular about abortion. It does not condone nor

condemn.

7) In a legal sense we have not broken any law.

8) In a moral sense we did not write anything more traumatic than other circumstances in life

such as death and violence.

9) Ifyou don’t know what satire, juxtaposition, and ‘the absurd’ means, then I can’t blame yon

for complaining to the faculty. But maybe you should read more.

10) Open dialogue is better than one-way complaints that have to funnel through the faculty,

the officers, and finally down to me.

This concludes my top ten list. Good night, U of T. Good night, Canada.

Kevin Au
Editor-in-Chief

The Toike Oike Top Four List

Top four bathtubs I'd have if I had a million dollars"

l:OOpm
(lunch provided)

A tub filled with Nutella.

K- - -——
3. A tub filled with Cheetos.

2. A tub filled with honey garlic sauce, and chicken wings.

1. A tub filled with 7.62mm bullets.

V 9

The Original College

Tradition Since 9T6!

229 College Street
("CE" on Campus map)

www.ein-stein.ca
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LOCAL

NEWS BRIEFS
Valentine’s Day’s “lovely” Tragedy
The sniper, though he uses many aliases, has been officially identified by the U of T campus police as Cupid, the Roman God of Love.

GROUNDHOGS SEEKING

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

AGREEMENT

Toronto (Star) - Groundhog uber-superstar

‘Wiarton' Willie announced yesterday

that after 48 years of servitude he is no
longer taking any ‘horseshif. In a move
that disappointed fans across the province,

groundhogs began a work action that could

delay the 2005 groundhog day predictions.

“Were just as useful as hockey players, if not

more, and their CBA is coming up soon so we
figure it’s all about solidarity," Willie said in a

statement to press. Groundhogs are seeking
higher salaries and better protection from
their owners. “Those fuckin’ guys just lap up
all the money. We just pop our heads out and
everyone claps like it’s going out of fashion.

It’s time that we get more than just a pat on
the head and a piece of bread. It’s time we get

recognized.” There have been no breaks in the

negotiations between Groundhog Day festival

organizers and groundhogs. Rumours have

been abound that Alberta’s ‘Balzac’ Billy and
Nova Soctia’s ‘Shubenacadie’ Sam may begin

similar work actions.

LED ZEPPELIN DEFEATS JESUS AT

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Toronto (Sun) - Music and religion clashed

at a battle of the bands held at the Horseshoe

Tavern on Queen St. W. Local resident Ricky

Oh stunned onlookers as he activated a time

machine hidden in his fluorescent green fanny

pack. “I just wanted to bring back my two
favourite things in the world: Led Zepp and
the man who made this all possible, Jesus,”

he explained after returning the temporal

interlopers to their respective times. “I

was sitting there with a beer in hand, and I

figured why not do it all at once? I-know it’s

putting all your eggs in one basket, but I had

waited long enough with this damned device

in my fanny pack." Though Jesus wowed the

crowds by keeping everyone’s pint glass full

with only one pint glass (and a killer stand-

up act to boot), he could not overcome the

sheer power of Led Zeppelin's Rock and Roll.

PROFESSOR THOUGHT TO HAVE
SAID “MASTURBATES” DURING

LECTURE

Toronto (Toike) - ECE320 Fields & Waves
Professor F. Nhetinyahoo, shocked someofhis
students yesterday after an untimely miscue

led to gasps and burst of uncontrollable

laughter. Sources from the rear of the lecture

hall insisted the professor used the "M” word

in the middle of his otherwise uneventful

lecture. "Holy shit man, did he really say

that?" questioned Grant Easy, a perennial

back-row occupant who was awakened by

the Freudian slip. “I never thought he was

into that sorta thing... but I guess everyone

has to get off sometime, eh?” Career front-

row egghead Nester Peabody contradicted

Grant’s statement, saying: “The word that

was thought to have been “masturbates”

was actually “modulates", in reference to

waves propagating along a transmission line.

Those kids back there should really sit closer

to the front if they expect to learn anything.”

Students in other corners of the room
allegedly also heard the word “menstruates”

and “ejaculates,” but the Toike was unable to

confirm these reports. English is not Prof.

Nhetinyahoo's first language.

NO ONE NOTICES TOIKE USES

SAME ARCHIVED STAFF PHOTOS
MONTH AFTER MONTH

Toronto (Toike) - Anyone who thought

otherwise was just fooling themselves. If you

can spot them in this issue, please send 35
emails to toike@skule.ca. No more, no less:

or else you will be disqualified!

STAFF CELEBRATES SHORTEST
NEWS BRIEF EVARRRRRRRRRRRRR

TORONTO (Toike) - The third in a recent
rash of bow-and-arrow sniper attacks, 20
year old Kirsten McCulloch and 21 year old
Joseph Carlton were both shot in the buttocks
yesterday afternoon while standing in line at

the U of T bookstore. The culprit, identified

by Carlton as a “Winged, blindfolded,

giggling little mofo," evaded capture once
again, leaving only the sparkly, perfumed
arrow imbedded in each ofthem as a clue.

Both students were taken to the health center

and released with only minor injuries. Upon
her release, McCulloch gave a statement to

the press, during which she recounted the

events as well as she could remember them.

“I was just standing there, buying a pack
of highlighters and this month’s Glamour,
talking to Joe. We’d been on the line-up for

about 10 minutes talking about our plans for

this weekend, when all of a sudden. ..*thud*...

something stings me in the ass and startles

the fuck out of me. But then Joe was such a

gentleman, he immediately called the police

and the ambulance for me
even though he got

shot too...has anyone

seen Joe, by the

way? Aww, he’s such a

sweetie... I’d really like

to give him a proper thank-

you.”

She was then overcome by a

fit of giggles and, blushing bright red,

scurried off with her best friend

Susan Thorpeman, muttering

about keeping her arrow so she

could always remember her

“amazing moment of connection”

with Joe. She was last seen in 1\itti-

Frutti, asking the

clerk which kinds

of chocolate boys

like best.

The sniper, though

he uses many
aliases, has been

officially identified

by the U of T
campus police as

Cupid, the Roman
God of Love.

“We can’t for our

lives figure out how
the little sucker got

into the bookstore

in the first place,”

Captain Fred

Wallace said in a

briefing yesterday

afternoon, “One
minute the place

is secure, and all of a sudden, *poof*, there's

pink smoke everywhere and we all smell like

my grandmother’s rose doilies. And
then he skedaddles quick as that

once he gets his victims."

Though details still remain
somewhat opaque the campus
police have put together a

list of precautions, as well as

some out-of-the-ordinary

occurrences to be wary of,

as they seem to be tied to the

attacks. They suggest that all people

in the downtown Toronto area

. \ avoid travelling in pairs. Police

believe Cupid’s motive may be to

promote romantic activity through

the use of force and medieval weaponry,

however flamboyant and “fabulous" it

may appear. Also, Cupid’s appearance and
disappearance seem to be linked to what has
been described as “a spontaneous and light-

hearted chorus of harps." If you hear this

sound anywhere in your general vicinity,

police advise the use of the duck-and-cover

method of protection.

Police advise any persons particularly

susceptible to crushes, sparkles, pink, candy,

or anything else described by Police Chief

Sherman as “stupid fucking fluffy crap" to

stay indoors for their own safety.

Anne Lange

Machismo Exhibited By Not Using Lip Balm
TORONTO (Toike) - Local student Jeff

Saunders impressed friends when he refused

to use his girlfriend’s lip balm on his severely

chapped lips, sources reported last week.

Saunders and girlfriend Sherry Gould were

out lunching with some friends when, unable

to bear the sight of his gory lips any longer,

she offered him her Lip Smackers.

“It was getting ridiculous,” said Gould. "His

lips were all mangled and bleeding. He was

eating a corned beef sandwich and I just

couldn’t take it any more.”

Saunders reportedly grew furious at the

prospect of putting on lip balm.

“As I expected, he freaked out. He was like

‘Oh, I'm sorry Sherry, I didn’t realize you

wanted to go out with a gay man. Are you

trying to make me gay? Would you rather

I was gay, Sherry?’ He’s just such an idiot

sometimes."

The condition of Saunders’ lips had been

rapidly deteriorating for the past two months,

drawing the concern of many of his friends.

“It started in early December," recalls

Saunders' friend Eric Hertz. “You know, it

was starting to get cold and dry, and I noticed

some signs of chapping. So I suggested he

buy some Chapstick. But he got pretty pissed

off. He was like ‘Are you trying to insult me,

Eric? I thought we were friends.’ It was

pretty intense. But that’s Jeff, he’s an intense

guy”

By late December, Saunders’ lips were

visibly cracked and would bleed frequently.

His condition was starting to worry his

roommate, Ben Fischer, who would often

hear screaming coming from Saunders’ room

in the morning.

“Almost every morning I'd get woken up by

Jeffs screaming,” recalls Fischer. “I'd run

into his room to see what was wrong, but he

would just ignore that anything happened.

He would say it was the neighbours or

something. But I knew it was his lips. His

mouth looked like a smashed asshole, and he

JeffSaunders above

couldn’t say any ‘B’ or ‘P’ or ‘V words. I was

thinking of sneaking into his room at night to

lube up his lips, but that’s kind of dangerous.

Who knows what he would have done if he

caught me. He can get pretty violent when
his manhood is questioned."

With still seven weeks ofwinter left, Saunders

is showing no signs of budging on the issue.

When asked why he is so opposed to using

lip balm. Saunders offered the following

explanation: “Listen. I'm not a sissy, so I

don’t use sissy things, okay. My great great

great great grandfather never used lip balm

in the wilderness of northern Ontario when

he was chopping down wood to make his

friggin' log cabin and fighting off grizzly-

bears and cheetahs and shit. So I certainly

don’t need it now.”

It is unfortunate that many of Saunders’

friends don’t expect him to survive the

winter.

Dave McKenna

IRfe'TvivL^'4
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Ronnie "the Ronster" Linklater has a deal for YOU!

Tired of bad marks and useless profs? It's about

time you did something about it! For a small

fee, Ronnie will personally deliver a special

Valentine-o-gram to the professor of your choice.

Among his custom deliveries include:

• A punch to the face

• Roses with extra thorns

• Ronnie’s Atomic Wedgie

• The kiss of death

Ronnie doesn't take shit from professors end neither should you.

Questions? e-mail stlckltToTheManOnValentinesDay@hotroall.com
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It’s hard being a full time student. Not everyone can handle it. Sometimes, we crack, we

crumble, our precious minds become swirling seas of shit. At times like these, completing

an assignment is less appealing than having your brain sucked out your ears with twisty

straws by a bunch of thirsty gremlins. (Eww! Backwash! ) Nevertheless, complete we must

and complete we do. Sadly,
not everyone makes it. Disturbing documents recently unearthed

from the bowels ofthe Faculty ofFailure offer a terrifying glimpse into what happens when

assignments go awry!

The question is, who are the real failures?

Exhibit A
Themes in The Inferno by Dante Alighieri

For Professor Smithwad

By Floyd Flink

The running theme through Dante's Inferno is the divine justice of God. This is evident in

the contrapasso nature of the punishments allotted to each sinner. The question that has

pressed readers for centuries is why the fuck are they all running around naked? This begs

the question of whether Dante intended his fantasy world to depict Hell or a sadomasochistic

basement party ( which for all intensive purposes, would not be “hell”
,
thus debunking

centuries of interpretation). I would like to delve further into this matter but I havejust had a

revelation. This book should be adapted into a porno flick. Imagine Miss Debbie Dallas being

chased through deaths abysmal valley by an army of pitchfork wielding miniature devils! I

think I will call it “ Debbie does Dante” or “ Debbie does Death” or even better, “ Debbie does

Dante and Death". Thank you higher education, you have brought me this far but I must stray

from your path to follow my destiny, like Dante. What the hell (Guffaw! I said “hell”) I am
feeling crazy. Fuck niche markets! Everyone on earth wants to see hot chicks and torture

devices. I am going to be RICH! Hey, 1 do not even have to finish this stupid essay, you know

why? Cause I'm gonna be a filthy rat bastard billionaire you mothas. Let the pimping begin!

Floyd decided academic endeavors were not up his ally and quit school as hewas simultaneously

expelled. He found a more appropriate ally near Jarvis where he had a much closer relationship

with his professors than he did in class. He is eternally grateful to University for making it

possible for him to get arrested. Had it not been for prison, he would not have discovered his

passion for impersonating Elvis.

Exhibit B

Lab Report on Sewer Rat Mitochondria

ForT.A.

By Mrs.T.A.

The city ofToronto is teeming with sewer rats. Luckily, for aspiring U ofT biologists, these rats

are also teeming with Mitochondria. This report is ridiculous and furthermore, so is my life.

T.A, I don’t remember your name, but I love you. You have only seen me once because the first

time I saw you I knew I could never attend another tutorial. The pain of unrequited love would

destroy me. I guess you managed to destroy me anyways. In place of my final assignment, a

squalid poem about my condition is all I can muster.

Owe fine fated day
l fell for T.A.

With love 0‘ woshmg all rw.y cores

I’fill head first down, the stairs

As luag.c were filling up with blood

My btain became dumber than a soap sud

it was deemed that very day
1 could never complete another essay

Mow my mind is wasting away
From prescribed drugs and alcohol decay

boctors say i will never be the same
feut every day 1 call out your name

BAD DATE IDEAS FOR VALENTINE’S DAY
By P-Dub and Lorenzo

To help you make the most of Valentine’s day this year, the Toike Oike has created a shortlist

of places to which you should NOT take your special someone ,
no matter how good an idea it

may seem at first. Don’t make the same mistakes we made last year!

in conclusion, if you have any mercy, you will give me a decent grade.

Considering how you have ruined my life.

E-mail met TAgrl_forevah®hotfemail.com

TA grl was expelled from school and after six years of recovery in the hospital, she went on
to become a minor celebrity. Last year, her name was added to the Guinness book of world
records as the single human being with the most restraining orders filed against her. She now
has her own reality show called “cardiac arrest” in which she is followed around different

international cities as she gets arrested for breaking her restraining orders in the name of

love.

Exhibit C
You!

Get offyour ass and start doing your homework you smarmy sweat-cake. Unless, you too want
to become a hemorrhoid of society. Anyone with hemorrhoids will tell you that once you are
out, it's nearly impossible to get back in. Think about it

A message from the government of Canada

, Attention all full-time undergraduates and PEY students:

A General Meeting of the Engineering Society regarding the restructuring of the engineering society

executive, and other recommendations outlined by the structure committee will be held on Thursday,
February 1 2th, 2004. For significant revisions In the structure of the society, the changes must be
implemented at a General Meeting, where each Member (that's you) has a vote. Each member may have up to

1 0 proxies at this meeting. Please visit motions.skule.ca for more details on the proposed changes.

Engineering Society General Meeting

Date.Thursday, February 1 2th, 2004

Time: 6:30-9:30

Location: MC254

All are welcome and encouraged to attend both meetings.

BAD: After a delightful meal at your favourite restaurant, you bring your date back to her

apartment where, to her surprise, you have previously broken in and left a trail of rose-

thorns (or “prickles") leading from the entrance doorway to her couch where the TV is on,

showing highlights of the hockey game you unfortunately had to miss during the dinner.

WHY IT’S BAD: Any idiot knows that hockey highlights is just not the same as watching
the game live! YEAH! So get tickets to the game and buy your date a couple of hot dogs when
you get there. You’ll probably be too tired from all the excessive cheering and drinking while
watching hockey to get sassy at the end ofthe night. So why not get that out ofthe way first?

To make things special, head to the nearest graveyard and dig up about a hundred hamlet
skulls and use them to cover her bed and make love on that. It's way more original than a
bed covered in rose petals like they use in those cheesy Hollywood films anyhow.
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Without you, there are

fewer people to catch

the flu from, fewer

people to kick my

chair from behind

during lectures, and

fewer people to raise

the class average.

Drop out.

Stalkers: A Misunderstood Breed
By Mei Ling Chen

Toike Oike • 9

I I • ferd 2iXli-ZtX>4 tdr/geAr

Number of chicken wings eaten: 1000

Chickens killed: 250

Staff members fed: 30

Chickens killed per staff member:
. 8.3333333333

Number of drinks to get Alice looking like this: ....... 7

Help keep this university

YOU free

So, you’re about to take a nice warm bath,

and as you slip out of your clothes you notice

someone creeping around the bushes with

a pair of binoculars. Naturally, your first

instinct is to grab your clothes before calling

91 1 ,
but ifyou get to know the man behind the

binoculars you will see that underneath lies a

complicated and misunderstood soul.

Sure, society has many names for stalkers:

“Creep”, “Pervert”, “Evan", but we shouldn't

judge them until we take the time to get to

know them.

I sat down with my own stalker, John

Messing, and we had a nice talk over a cup of

coffee and some scones.

It was hard to approach him at first because

he ran off every time I got within 50 feet of

him. Once I had the restraining order lifted

he was more than happy to come inside my
house. I first gave him a tour of the place. He
seemed really entranced by it all. He spent

about an hour in my bedroom and wouldn’t

let me go in. I’m not sure what that was about

but he came out with a really satisfied look

on his face.

As we got to talking, I realized that John

wasn't just another guy with night vision

goggles, he had his own hopes and fears.

Surprisingly enough, they didn’t all involve

me. John is studying to become a lighthouse

operator and on weekends he’s the caretaker

of a nearby cemetery. He does so much and

yet he still has the time to follow me around.

I admire his dedication and his consistency.

He is up at 5am everyday just so he can make
it to my house before I leave for school.

He showed me everything he’s collected over

the years. I never realized how much hair I

lost! Man, we had a good laugh about that

one. It all meant so much to him that I decided

to let him keep it all. I did, however, ask for

the footage of me in the shower. Although he

was willing to give me the tape, he refused

to tell me the website it’s on. After about 20
minutes of negotiation he agreed to give me
45% of the cut. Such a young age and John’s

already an entrepreneur. I truly envy him.

We finally parted ways. I smiled as I watched

him go out the door and back behind the

garage. I think we both learned something

about each other that evening. Well, maybe
not him, he seemed to know everything about

me. But I learned about his love for art. He
was able to mold an exact replica of me out

of ham and some of my hair. How talented

is that?

The next time you see someone creeping

around behind you, staring intently at your

behind, don’t be so quick to judge. There’s

probablysomeone sweet and kind underneath

that sweaty, nervous exterior. So do us all a

favour as you get out ofyour shower and open

your blinds. Just a little. I’m talking to you

Peter.

Hart House Theatre

Evening performances March 1 0 - 1 3, 8pm

Matinee Saturday March 1 3, 2pm

For show and ticket information check out www.skulenite.ca
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ALEX WUN EXPLORES

Unsolved Valentine's Mysteries
CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF, St. Valentines Day is not just a day of love.

Few people realize that Valentines Day repeatedly yields the highest number

of reported unexplained phenomenon than any other day of the year. This is a

fact. The following article presents just two of the many unsolved mysteries that

have been known to occur only on St. Valentines Day. The authorities continue

to investigate these cases but for the most part, are absolutely baffled. Each new

piece of the puzzle tends to generate more questions than answers ...

El Chupasexo

Few people have ever heard of El

Chupasexo and out of those who have,

even fewer believe in the creature's

existence - those are the unlucky ones.

The name "El Chupasexo" is Spanish

and literally means “The Sexo Sucker".

This creature has often been described

as being stout and hairy, possessing

bat-like facial features, hooves, fangs

and deep sexy blue eyes. Strangely,

reports of El Chupasexo sightings only

occur on Valentines Day.

Eyewitnesses are

only ever able

to catch a brief

glimpse of El

Chupasexo, but

that seems to be

ample time for

the creature's

powers to take

effect. Witnesses

are immediately

stricken with

strong feelings

creature. Many
witnesses claim that time seems to

slow down, their vision gets hazy, and

abnormal amounts of small chirping

birds flood the area. "It was love at first

sight ", "we were destined to meet like

that ", and "I wa n t to have El Chupasexo s

baby’’ are common sentiments among
witnesses. However, the creature

inevitably returns to the shadows from
whence it came, leaving broken hearts

as the only evidence it was ever there.

Shortly after the encounter many
witnesses begin eating uncontrollably

and gain weight, others spend all their

income placing ads in the classifieds

searching for El Chupasexo. some
simply sit by the phone and. wait. All

witnesses end up blaming themselves

for losing El Chupasexo. To date, no
witness has ever loved again.

/ Unanswered Questions:

Is lil Chupasexo man or beast? Maybe
it's neither or both? Why do birds

suddenly appear every time it yets

near? What does it have that I don't? Is

it the body hair? Is that what women
like? Ifso, I'll grow u treasure trail.

Some thing from beyond the grave was
;

commanding me to kiss it or I would •

probably lose my soul forever. What •

else could I do? Fearing for my life, 1

I kissed the haunted candy. I have to I

admit, it was actually a pretty good

;

kisserand I ended up usingmore tongue •

than i normally do. Anyways, when I •

looked at the candy aga in after the kiss !

R
JM and the words

*

were GONE! 1 ;

checked both •

1^9 sides but there •

I
was no trace of

*

^^9 the words ever

being there. I

;

< showed my*
^ gi rlfriend

,
•

she didn’t see any words either! They !

had disappeared completely!! We *

were getting ourselves the hell out of;

there when 1 looked up and saw the

store's sign ... Mac’s ... now, I swear by •

my great great grandmother's grave ... I

we walked into a fucking 7-Eleven! 1

1

threw the rest of the candies away and
;

ran screaming all the way home. I;

protected myself with a spirit-warding •

fort made of pillows and blankets the I

rest of the night ... ;

Unanswered Questions:

Was the spirit real or was it thefigment

<>f an overactive imagination ? What

'

did the spirit want? What happened
\

to the girlfriend? What are her •

measurements? Is she available now? •

The eases presented here are merely
‘

the tip of an enormous iceberg
;

of unexplainable Valentine's Day •

encounters Due to space constraints, •

we have not even begun to explore

phenomenon such as: spontaneous l

human ejaculation, mysterious crotch
;

circles that appear overnight, haunted *

Im »e shacks and many others.

[I you or anyone you know has had \

any similar experiences, we encourage ‘

you to contact the Toike Paranormal •

Investigations Unit and submit at
report. With your help, we may one t

’ey be able to raise the blinds on the )

arid around us ami explain the
\

unexplainable.

From Beyond the Grave

The following individual used to

be adamantly skeptic. But after

one particular Valentine’s night, he

&g realized that his preconceived notions

of the world meant nothing. Here is his

account:

My girlfriend and I were at a corner
' store late on Valentine’s night picking

up some munchies for our love feast.

' But something definitely felt weird that

night - and it wasn’t the rolled up sock

; in my underwear. My girlfriend wanted
these heart-shaped candies that were

on sale so 1 grabbed a bunch. No harm
in that, right? Wrong! When I looked

' at a candy heart, guess what I saw? The
words “KISS ME" were written on the

candy. I was scared fucking shitless.

-THE ANNUAL
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Gift Ideas for Valentine’s
By Mei Ling Chen

Well guys, Valentine's Day is upon us. I’m

sure many of you are wondering where you
are in your relationship and whether or not

you should get your girlfriend a gift. And
let me tell you, the answer is always yes.

ALWAYS. If you don’t get her anything you

can be sure that the only action you’ll be

seeing for the next little while is the four-

knuckle shuffle, if you get my drift.

What’s that you say? Valentine’s Day is only

a few days away and you have no ideas and
no money? Don’t you worry! Here at the

Toike, we always have a backup plan! We
came up with a series of gift ideas that'll

cost you next to nothing!

sprinkle some chocolate over the dressing. If

you’re making a stew, have her eat it with a

chocolate spoon.

Never underestimate the power of jewelry.

No matter how many times you cheated on

her or how ugly you are, jewelry will make it

all better. Now, I know what you’re saying: “I

don’t have enough money for jewelry!" Wellx

you know what? I’ve had enough of your

backtalk! Haven't you ever seen that shady

guy with a van that’s always parked behind

SF? He’ll take care of ya. He’s got everything,

from 8.5K Gold necklaces to genuine Rodex
watches. Tell him the Toike sent you and he’ll

give you a good deal.

Women love gifts that come from the

heart. So if you can’t buy a gift, make
one! Nothing says, "I Love You” like a

card made of macaroni. Especially if you

write,
U
I Love You” on it! The fact that you

slaved over a hot glue gun for three hours

will make up for your incorrect spelling of

her name and how you glued the macaroni

over an ex-girlfriend's birthday card. Keep
in mind that you’re not supposed to cook

the macaroni before gluing it on.

Some people say that the way to someone's

heart is through their stomach. 1 don’t

know who says that, but I heard it

somewhere. They were probably talking

about some fat guy... Anyway, food! Yes!

Cook her something! Girls love chocolate,

so make sure whatever you cook for her is

chocolaty. Even if you’re making a salad,

Of course, what’s Valentine's Day without

flowers? If you don’t want to spend the big

bucks for that bouquet of irises, I suggest

picking them yourself. The time and effort

spent carefully selecting the flowers show
you really care. Cemeteries are gold mines.

Usually widowers and other people in

mourning leave behind bouquets on their

loved one’s grave. If you act fast enough you

can probably grab them before they start to

wilt. Make sure the widowers don’t see you

though. For a bunch of sad guys, they sure

pack quite a punch.

Well, now that you have all your bases

covered I expect that you'll be pretty busy on

Valentine’s Day. Have fun and think of the

Toike when your girlfriend is putty in your

hands.
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Spending Valentine's to in

the Hospital! Yayr

"

Hello, could I speak to Sylvia please?.... It’s ok, I’m sure it wasn’t your fault! Boy, high

Jeremy. Yes, we were friends in high school! school huh? Some awkward times, eh?

.... Hello, Sylvia? HI! It’s me Jeremy! from

high school? No, Jeremy Stevens! Yeah! Wow,
I’m so glad you remember me! It’s been so

long.... Well I just called to wish you a happy

Valentine’s Day! I know it may sound weird

but I’ve been thinking about you a lot these

past five years, ever since we graduated, and

I was hoping to one day bump into you, but

I realize that’s highly

unlikely considering

I’m in a body cast! So

I thought I’d call ya!

Yeah!

Well the first accident

happened shortly after

graduation.... Oh, it

was just some mishap

at the construction site

where I work. Yeah,

broke both my legs

in seven places - but

enough about me,

how’veya been?!

That’s great! Hey
rememberhowwe went
to the same middle

school and all. Yeah

we did. Well that’s ok, I

remember. I guess you

don’t recall the time

the teacher assigned secret valentines and

you and I were paired up? Yeah! I still have

that Valentine’s card. I have it posted up next

to my hospital bed right now!

Why am I still in the hospital now? Well, after

my legs healed I had to continue recovery

with a lot of physio, and one day on the way to

the hospital, I was sideswiped by a drunken

driver and all my ribs were shattered, and my
legs were re-broken in the same spot. Doctor

says they’ll never heal again now. But that’s

ok, what’s been going on with you!?

Jeremy shown above

Wow, good to hear! Hey, remember that time

I tried to ask you out in grade eleven! Yeah

I was madly in love with you at that time!

Remember how you said you would but only Ah gadnabbit!

as friends and then when I called you your

mom said you were out already! Yeah, that’s

How much longer am I gonna be in the

hospital? Well funny thing is, I spent about

a year recovering and they thought I would

leave fully functional but then one day

walking down the stairs something sure

must have went wrong because I woke up

three years afterward not knowing what the

hell was going on! Yup, a full coma! A really

weird experience! I

have really terrible

short term memory
now. I can’t use most

of the left side of my
body! But that’s ok! I’m

still alive and kicking,

sort of.

Two weeks ago I

slipped on the way to

the washroom and

shattered my spleen

against the toilette.

This is why I’m in a

body cast now! Pretty-

weird story, huh? You

know how I look at

it? Well these last five

years of my life, even

though they’ve been

spent mostly at the

hospital here, these

years were just fillers

anyway! It took Gatsby five years to reunite

with Daisy! So I think things might just be

picking up for me real soon!

So do you have a date for Valentine’s? Oh

me, well the nurses wrote me a card. But I

bargained with them so I could have a visitor

on Valentine’s night! They promised if I could

get a date they’d give me an extra hospital

meal for my guest! .... Oh you’re busy huh?

Well I understand! Life goes on I guess! Hey,

do you like the closing lines to Fitzgerald’s

novel? You know: "tomorrow we will run

faster, stretch out our arms farther. . . . And

then one fine morning— So we beat on, boats

aga —'click*— hello? Sylvia?

^^ The Valentine's Day

DREAK-UP
Most people would agree that the 14th of February, St. Valentine’s Day, is the most romantic
day of the year. A day for young couples to celebrate their reciprocal love and school kids to
dole out cute mass-produced paper valentines to all their little classmates except that snotty,

lice ridden boy who wears the same sweatpants everyday. The same people would also agree
that Valentine’s Day is the absolute worst day to break up with your significant other. Well
I’m not most people and I disagree; there is no better day to sever all relations with your so-
called sweetheart. Sure, it may be mean but, and I’m in the minority by saying this, there
exists a plethora of advantages to ditching your ‘better half like a bad habit on February
14th. Even the meanness of it can be an advantage from the correct point of view (see #5).
Here’s just a sampling of the great reasons to becoming single again (a.k.a. free at last!) on
Valentine’s Day.

1. Revenge.

Did he sleep with your best friend?

Has she forced you to sit through one too many romantic comedies
starring Hugh Grant (and ONE is one too many)? Well, once a cheater
always a cheater is my motto and, trust me. Hugh Grant will never stop

making romantic comedies even after he’s dead (he’ll be like Tupac and
Elvis in that respect). Valentine’s is payback time! No better time to

rip out that asshole’s still beating heart and crush it underfoot like the

pulsating red insect it is than the most romantic day of the year.

Your significant other will never see it coming.

I Take your sweetie for Valentine’s dinner at a posh restaurant that

I serves good, expensive food. This gesture will only reinforce the ruse

I and lower your, soon to be ex, boy/girlfriend’s defences. Bring flowers

(always a nice touch). Just before dessert, make a grandiose display of

taking their hand and dropping to your knees. As a hush falls over the

I entire room and all eyes are fixed on you, let ’em have it... "It’s over loser,

I fucking hate you! BooYa!” That'll really fuck with their head! Walk
out before she/he recovers from the shock, stiffing them with the bill (a

little something to remember you by).

|3. It's a Saturday.

Saturday is the easiest day to pick-up a fresh bedmate

...and, being Valentine’s Day, it’ll be even easier because we’re all looking

to get laid. What’s so great about your current relationship really? Love?

Who’s kidding whom here? You don’t even know what love is; it’s LUST
pure and simple. Time to lose the anchor and start sowing the seed.

So make the current the ex, put on your dancing shoes and go scoop up

whichever last-call, beer goggled member of the opposite sex you can get

your hands on. Just don't forget to make the bed first.

k. Freedom.

You will be free of that ungrateful, blood sucking significant other forever.

I speak from experience when I say the whole ‘staying friends' thing

never works. Sure it's good in the beginning when you’re not really

broken up and still shagging like rabbits. But then she gets a new

boyfriend, a real Don Juan who also happens to be your so-called best

friend. After removing the knife from your back you realize that the

slutty bitch has been cheating on you for two months and she was just

using you for a place to crash and free breakfast. Sleep with one eye

open BITCH! Anyway...don’t stay friends, use the V-Day dump to its

fullest and cut them off once and for all.

SQQBfli
It’s VERY mean

...but if you really gave a hoot for this person you wouldn’t be ditching

them, now would you? Valentine’s Day provides you the opportunity to

inflict lasting heartache and serious emotional baggage on your ex. I'm

not talking about no carry-on purse neither; I mean 2i4lbs of oversize

luggage (special check-in, extra fee!). You could ruin their next four

relationships with the "what-sick-fuck-breaks-up-on-Valentine’s-Day"

sort of damage. For added brutality, try a swift kick to the groin when

they’re not looking (it hurts guys and girls alike). Actually a kick to the

ex’s groin is brutal (and therefore good) any day of the year!

Ron Linklater

Not what you expected

on Valentine's Day?

Ever gone on an online date expecting

to meet the girl ofyour dreams ? Ever

had your dreams crushed quicker than

a kid eating cake?

Larvalife now will protect you from

this ever happening to you. Now you

can read reviews of your date before

you ever meet them.

Just read some of the sample comments

about this girl who tricked hundreds of

men before the truth was unvielcd:

* Rate *

* Your

* Date *

** NEW ** LARVALIFE FEATURE **NEW**

Above Left: Online profile picture of 'Se*yKitty'

Above Right Real life picture of ‘SexyWhy*

OuppetlOUer. ' '•>» SexyKiltys pn.filc picture Grtlful I’m grateful for the new feature*

while i wai browsing ami i thought larvalife bus udded 1 was oboul

the was totally ool ofmy league Ihii 10 rend ScxvKitty a menage

I decided 10 iry anyways. 1 wax until 1 read Duppcdbalcr t

surprised to hear a roponre. when review IhanUiilly, 1 in tlill vtraigh

1 met her 1 then undcnloi>d why and haven't wasted my credit*

Now I'm cell hale and hove never again on tlu* deceitful monster

looked at a woman-
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c/lnticjuatecf ghosts
By Annie Unnold

According to the calendar, Halloween is

long over and should by all accounts merit

little attention during such a winter chill.

Posh mothers tottering down Bloor St. in

impractically pointy boots may even be heard

to reprimand their children for daring to

breech such seasonal boundaries, screeching

“No son of mine will be seen wearing a jack-

o-lantern sticker in the middle of February!”

Even so, the spirits that lurk among the

belfries and terraces of the University of

Toronto heed not these stylish warnings, for

like the bus driver whose duty it is to cover

the child’s vomit with sawdust, so too are

these ghosts bound to their task of haunting

the university.

It was with this notion in mind that I set

out to infiltrate the ranks of U of T’s more

infamous ghouls, knowing full well that my
search would probably end with my horrid,

bloody death. Optimistic that this would

not be the outcome of my journey, and yet

prepared for the worst, I packed a 50% poly

50% lycra satchel (navy blue striped), with

supplies for myjourney which included some

lip gloss and a cell phone. I determined that

if I had to die on campus seeking goblins, I

might as well die with well-moisturized lips

and a striking bag.

Crossing Queen’s Park, at 2 a.m., a lump in my
throat anticipated the feeling of dread that

would eventually permeate my very existence.

Now, crossing the park is frightening enough,

and to draw a distinction between its usual

nightly inhabitants and actual ghosts was

too arduous an undertaking. Thus, instead

of lingering among the trees, 1 simply dashed

through the underbrush wielding my cherry

lip balm lest anyone tried to attack.

Finally, I made it to Hart House, a place

that is a tad creepy during the day, but

terrifying in the wee early hours of morning.

During the day of course, people dressed in

period costumes, (whether they are actors

in a theatre production or merely gothically

inclined students), wander the twisting

hallways of Hart House without inciting

so much as a raised eyebrow. At 2:15 a.m.

however, I was fairly certain that I would

be the only live specimen wearing a 19th

century cape and cravat. As I busted through

the chain-locked fence of the courtyard with

nothing but my cell-phone, I lamented the

fact that said jumbo, out-of-date cell phone

had enough sheer mass to actually perform

such a task.

Once access was granted, I scuffed through

the freshly lain snow whistling loudly so as

to draw any loitering phantoms out into the

open. I knew if I did not start a dialogue soon,

1 would miss my window of opportunity.

What happened next would have enflamed

my ulcer, if I'd had one. In a brief, gusty

moment, a shadow whisked by me, flew three

laps around the courtyard and materialized

into a more solid ghostly figure as it touched

down not four feet in front ofme. I managed to

quiver forth a raspy “Hello," but decided that

explaining my purposes to this gentleman

would be a moot point. Instead, I let him do

the talking.

As he began recounting his life- story,

I gleaned that the apparition in whose

presence I stood was the ghost of Cornelius

Weissmuller, intended graduating class of

1854. Although of course, he was absent from

such ceremonies. It seems that Cornelius was

the victim of a tragic inkwell accident, one

of seven inkwell-related fatalities that year.

“You see,’’ he began, “I invented a marvelous

new inkwell system called ‘Weissmuller’s

Inkwell System’ wherein the scribe would

strap the inkwell to his chest so that he could

portably write away from the constraints of

a desk. Unfortunately, during a particularly

inspired poetry-writing session, I went to

dip the pen in my inkwell too quickly and

missed, stabbing myself directly in the chest.

Ever since that fateful evening, my soul has

been sentenced to wander the halls of Hart

House, warning people of how sharp quill

pens really are.”

“But Cornelius," I queried, suddenly feeling

comfortable enough to call him by his first

name, “Haven’t inkwell style pens been

replaced by more efficient writing tools,

namely ballpoint pens and even more widely,

computers?"

“Ah yes,” he sighed, “Therein lies the terrible

irony ofmy life. There is truly no demographic

for my spooking people these days. Even the

ghost who replaced me, the ghost of an Apple

2E computer that exploded in ‘86, is hard up

for haunting work. Still, I must try.”

And with that, Cornelius again took flight,

attempting unsuccessfully to pass through

a brick wall, hitting the ground with a

decisive thud. It seems -that in materializing

for our brief conversation, he had forgotten

to return to full ghost mode, and was thus

faced with complications in performing a

normally simple ghost task. In a moment
of inspiration however, I lent him my cell

phone and he busted through the brick as if

it were a pile of soft bowtie pastas. Thinking

up that clever food metaphor on the spot and

realizing that it was nearly 4 a.m., I became
overwhelmingly hungry and decided to end

my ghost hunt for the night in lieu of a snack,

never forgetting the warnings of Cornelius

about a writing utensil I would probably

never use anyway.

My Fuck-buddy and I

Have a Special Bond
In the last four weeks we’ve been together,

my fuck-buddy and I have developed a strong

and lasting bond that others can only dream

of.

I knew he wasn’t like the other guys as soon

as we.started having commitment-free sexu-

al relations at a wild New Year’s party. Sure,

he was piss drunk, and I was a little high, but

something was different; something special.

Maybe it was the way he helped to pull back

my hair while I was puking into the sink that

third time, or the way he sincerely apologized

the next day about not calling me by the right

name when he came. I knew I couldn't let

him get away: this one was a keeper.

We’ve both grown a lot, individually and to-

gether. Two weeks ago we both started get-

ting those red rashes on our groins. Instead

of fighting over which-whore-gave-what-

to-whom-when, and let our non-relation-

ship crumple, like others would, we became

stronger. We held hands and examined our

disease-ridden genitals with great care, and

comforted one another with almost painless

sex with our burning loins grinding. Going to

the clinic and getting treated together wasn’t

all that uncomfortable because we were both

in it together. We even shared a romantic bot-

tle of penicillin, trading past STD stories ten-

derly. I really felt like I knew him then, when

he nearly broke down talking about that close

call with Syphilis.

where great

Best St udent Pub
-?flG? p.ve mana/infi reader's ocl? 1

The Original College

I know, you all think it’s fun to have a fuck-

buddy - that I’m lucky. But I’ll be honest; it’s

not as glamorous as it’s made out to be. Some-

times, it takes a lot of effort and non-dedica-

tion to make it work. You gotta be committed

to not being tied down. Hand-cuffed, maybe,

but not tied down. That’s another thing I ap-

preciate about him. He knows my insecurities

about men cheating on me: the main reason

I only have fuck-buddies. He cared enough to

get that issue out of the way right away. Sure,

I was a little angry when I found him fondling

my roommate when I came home one day,

but when he explained it, I understood that

he was only doing it for my peace of mind. So

no ambiguity would get in the way of our pas-

sionate emotional-distance.

Valentine’s Day is coming up, and that’s a

difficult time for any non-relationship. Ours

is no exception. Awkward avoidances often

come-up as we are bombarded by commer-
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cials urging us to celebrate this superficial

holiday together. I know we'll make it through

this, we didn’t come this far to let ourselves

fall into any emotional investment. Maybe
I’ll fuck his brother that day, if that doesn’t

strengthen our bond, nothing will.

the fifty five buck lunch by the Toike staff

Epic @ the Royal York!

If you’re a hungry student whose daddy pumps
thousands, literally thousands of obligation-

free dollars into your bank account each month,

then this is a great place for a quick bite between

classes. Service is a bit slow, but they’ll read your

textbooks aloud to you while you dine, so who’s

complaining? Not sure how good the food is,

but it's expensive, so it must be good. For just a

short seven dollar cab ride from campus, you can

sit back in chairs that are worth more than your

professor’s car and let all those worries about

not finding a suitable career after university float

away.. .oh wait, just kidding, you can always work

for daddy’s company! Eat up brats.

I Want To Rape My Ever So Perfect Reflection
By Patrick Handsome

Any time I get a chance

to catch my reflection,

whether it is through

a mirror, a tinted

window, or the security

camera at the bank. I’ll

use it. If I’m in class and
the lecture is boring,

I’ll excuse myself to

the washroom so that

I can stare at myself

in the mirror for a few

minutes. If I’m using

the computer lab at

Robarts, 1 can turn

the monitor off and
look at my reflection in

the dark screen. I love

myself, I love how I

look. I dream of raping

my reflection.

Some people think I

am vain. But they don’t appreciate the intense

symmetry that I have to put up with every

time I notice my reflection. Did you know
that my face is so symmetrical I even have the

same amount of hairs on my right eyebrow as

I do on the left side? Yeah, I counted. Even the

lengths of the hairs are naturally identical.

Did you know that my eyes and my ears

are perfect matches?

Did you know that

my nose is in perfect

proportion to the rest

of my face? I know it

may sound crazy, but I

was able to obtain facial

x-rays from a doctor,

and I measured the

proportions of my skull.

Everything is perfect.

My skull is smooth

and rounds superbly

well. My jaw fits all my
perfectly aligned teeth.

Each tooth is in perfect

shape. The color of my
teeth matches the color

of my eyes to the exact

same shade of white.

My gum line is flawless.

My tongue is perfect in

size. For Christ’s sake,

each component of my face is a work of art.

I actually commissioned an artist in London
to recreate my skeleton using composite

x-rays so that I can more easily admire my
internal structure. He said it will be ready

in a couple of months and I can’t wait to get

my hands all over it. The other night I had a

vivid dream of what I’d do with my skeleton

once it was done. I pictured walking around

my apartment naked, suspending the skull

on my erect penis. I pictured fucking my rib

cage.

A few years ago I purchased a digital camera
in order to monitor my appearance on a daily

basis. Every morning I wake up and take a

set of shots for different parts of my body.

First my face, then my neck, shoulders, arms,

chest, abs, legs, butt, and feet. At night I repeat

this process. Then I compare the photos to

make sure nothing has changed throughout

the day. I can teli you with great confidence

that the photos I took this morning reveal a

human being just as flawless as ever. In three

years I have maintained perfect skin tone,

muscle tone, and bone structure. I have over

seventeen thousand digital photos to prove

this.

When I masturbate, I masturbate in front of

the mirror with some of the digital print-outs

pasted onto the counter and the ceiling.

Yeah, I had girlfriends in high school but it

never worked out. I was too aware of their

flaws. It made me violently ill to know I was
sharing my time with a less perfect human
specimen. I have yet to meet a woman as

symmetrically perfect as myself. If I ever do

meet someone that lives up to my standards,

I may consider a relationship. But for now
I am happy to fantasize about only myself.

On the odd occasion I will seduce a woman
and turn off the lights and imagine I am
fucking myself. I’ve tried seducing men too,

to make the fucking myself fantasy more
realistic. I didn’t do that many times because

I’m not really gay so it was kind of a weird

experience.

Ok so I’ll admit I do have one physical flaw.

When it is cold, my right nipple gets slightly

harder than the left one. I’ve seen many
doctors about this, and they’ve all said there

was nothing I could do about it. That’s ok.

It’s something I have learned to live with.

In fact, it’s something I have learned to love

and embrace about myself. The one flaw that

makes me human, ha! Ha, HA!

Uh...If you’ll excuse me, it’s time for me to

see my psychiatrist now. She’s helping me
achieve perfect chemical balance, perhaps

my only other flaw. But, according to her, in

only seven years I'll be out of this institution

and I’ll be ready to share my perfection with

the world once again. And then nothing will

ever get in my way! You’ll see. You’ll all see!

my perfect reflection shown above
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INTERNATIONAL

NEWS BRIEFS
GOD HEADLINES SUPER BOWL

HALFTIME SHOW

Houston (New York Times) - CBS made
television history last Sunday when God
revealed himself to America and the world

during the Super Bowl half-time presentation.

Reliant Stadium was rocked when God
unexpectedly soared into the field saying in a

terrifying voice, “Give it up y’all!" God spent

thirty seconds quoting his most popular

bible verses before disappearing in a dazzling

display of pyrotechnics. One football fan

described the shock of the revelation: “It was
crazy man. The show was awesome. It was
like Kid Rock was there, then Nelly drives up
in a little car, Janet Jackson came up from

this hole in the stage. ..then when I thought

it was crazy enough, bam! here comes God!"

There is no word yet on how CBS managed to

get the superstar to agree to an appearance.

AUSTRALIA SET TO JOIN AMERICA

Part of a Complete Black Market Breakfast
By Sean Hockin

The waffle. Many view it as the ultimate

breakfast food: sometimes nothing more than
a frozen circle tossed in the toaster,

other times lavishly garnished

with fresh fruit and jam. But

whether a quick-and-easy,

out-of-the-freezer-into-

the-toaster-and-onto-

your-plate breakfast,

or a custom-made,

snooty-restau rant-
style, strawberries-

cream-cinnamon-
and-syrup delicacy, a

part of what makes the

waffles so unique is the

“waffle grid pattern.”

This design was first developed

byJim and Phillip Eggo, avid hikers

who enjoyed making pancakes. One morning,

after spilling their batter and stepping in

it, the brothers discovered the pattern of

squares was fascinating and delicious.

They immediately patented their creation,

calling it “Waffel," after their grandmother,

Elmira Waffelheimer. The invention was an

immediate success, stealing 38% of North

American pancake sales in two months.

Recently, however, certain individuals have

begun their plans to overthrow the world's

waffle economy and bring shame to

the proud name of Eggo. These
“ breakfast revolutionaries," as

they call themselves, have

begun the distribution

of counterfeit waffles.

While similar in texture

and flavour to ordinary

waffles, the fakes

feature a triangular

grid pattern instead of

the square grid pattern

of authentic waffles.

The discovery of the

first counterfeit waffle was
made at a supermarket in

Maine, when a routine inspection

of a shipment of waffles revealed that

several packages contained waffles with

the triangular pattern. Investigations of the

waffle factory and shipping company are

currently being conducted. Eggo issued a

statement last week urging consumers to

purchase waffles as usual and to report any

counterfeits to the Waffle Hotline at 1-800-

8-WAFFLE.

Canberra (Reuters) - In a moment of

enlightenment the entire nation of Australia

realized that cricket is nothing but a silly

imitation of baseball. In accordance with

new parliamentary laws, Australians will

now play baseball instead of cricket and will

be one step closer to becoming Americans.

“We will no longer play a game named after

an insect,” said Steve Waugh, former all-star

cricketer and new starting pitcher for the

Melbourne Koalas. The revolution began

when an outfielder hurt his hand catching

the rock hard ball barehanded. “FUCK that

hurt! Gimme a goddamn glove,” exclaimed

the outfielder “Then it hit me. Cricket is

like baseball, but fucked up on drugs!”

U.S. officials were pleased with the recent

developments and have bumped Australia

to third on the list of nations set to enter

America, behind Canada and Puerto Rico.

YELLOW FEVER THE NEXT MAJOR
PANDEMIC, WARNS WHO

Geneva (AP) - As if the insane bird flu and

SARS were not

enough, the World

Health Organization

(WHO) is now
warning of an age-

old affliction that has

reached epidemic

levels in North

America. Yellow

fever is a pervasive

condition that causes unwavering sexual

interest in Asian females. Males aged 14 to

65 are at risk. Symptoms include a hankering

for anime, a long history of Asian girlfriends,

ability to use chopsticks, and a fascination

with all things Japanese. Patients may

also know one or two token phrases in an

oriental language. Social scientists point to

a recent deluge of movies, including Lost in

Translation, Kill Bill and The Last Samurai,

for propagatingthe disease to healthy peoples.

Doctors warn that the new pandemic could

increase the number of hollow relationships

based on appearance.

CAREBEARS PACIFY MIDDLE EAST

Tel Aviv (Reuters) - In a bold, unilateral

move, the Care Bears swept through Israel

and Palestine, ending the bitter conflict in

the Middle East. Brave Heart Lion, leader of

the Care Bear cousins, announced that the

Care Bear Stare had been ‘highly successful

in pacifying the populace. Sadly, the work

was so intense that several Care Bears lost

their lives. Day Dream Bear and Good Luck

Bear were among the martyrs who paid the

ultimate price for their stunning efforts.

Pundits around the world were nonplussed

after seeing years of cheap talk and American

interference came crashing down with a

mere platoon of furry, friendly bears. “First

the Middle East, then the world!" stated

Harmony Bear at a CNN press conference.

Slipping On Banana Peel Not
Humorous, Studies Show

Long-heralded as the funniest thing ever by silent film comedians

and Vaudevillians alike, slipping on a banana peel has taken some

harsh criticism from the scientific community as of late. Crack-

pot research scientist L.W. Chasington has devoted his entire

career to demystifying the worn-out gag, only to discover

that it is not actually, nor was it ever, particularly comical. “In

fact,” notes Chasingtotn, “ever since I converted the Earth’s

surface to rubber, rendering a fall on the ground non-painful,

the allure of someone slipping on a banana peel and landing

on their rear-end has been completely lost.”

While Chasington‘s claims are well-founded, others

are quick to defend the banana peel as a steadfast

comedy tool. Former Vaudeville comedian

Chester P. Sinclair scoffed at the scientist’s

statements, saying “Back in the days of

Vaudeville, we were on the road, day in

and day out. Props were heavy to carry, but

a banana peel, why, you could just eat a banana

during the day, and use the peel onstage later! Trust

old Chester, it was hilarious.”

Wandering dreadfully off topic and repeating himself

slightly in typical senile fashion, Chester P. continues,

“Back in the days of Vaudeville, we were on the road, day

in and day out. Sometimes I went without feeling the touch

of a woman for three or four months at a clip! Sure, there

were females among us, but they were unclean, for it was

Vaudeville, and whoring was all they knew.”

“Even so,” refutes Chasington, “the lack of female contact

should not have hindered these guys from developing jokes that were better than the old

banana peel routine. Their failure to do so is a black mark on the history of show business,

which frankly, is like no business I know."
Annie Unnola

<xk>o<xxxxxxxxxxx><><xxx>o<><xxxx>oo<xx><xx><><x><><xxx><x>

15 Ways to Get Out
ofyour Car Pool

So, you’ve joined a car pool. Maybe you’re

environmentally conscious, maybe you’re

just cheap. Either way, you’re found

yourself giving a ride each day to a bunch
of whiny bastards you’d love to be rid of, if

only you could figure out how. Perhaps you
should consider being the sort ofdriverwho
bothers your passengers so much that they

throw themselves from the car somewhere
on the freeway, just to get away from you!

With that in mind, here are some helpful

tips to help you, the commuter, achieve a

more pleasant ride in to school (or work)

each day.

1.

Adjust your music. Loud and
offensive works, but so does some old-time

country and western, especially if you sing

along. Try singing to some Johnny Horton

or Hank Williams Jr., preferably off-key.

2. Adjust your eating habits. Find

the cafeteria that’s serving chili for lunch.

Better yet, go to town at the hot dog stand

or one of the Chinese food trucks. Get

those offensive gases coming out of both

ends.

3. Adjust your hygiene. Leave your

car as filthy as possible. Stop showering in

the mornings. Scratch yourself furiously

while complaining about how “That bitch

from last night must have had some wicked

bad crabs!"

4. Stop five times a trip to piss in the

ditch, and once more on someone’s lawn in

the suburbs. Better yet, take a shit on the

hood of a parked car.

5. Sing the theme from The Dukes

of Hazzard, while making car noises and

driving down the freeway at dangerously

low speeds.

6. Inform the car pool that pants

interfere with your ability to drive.

7. If they object to #6, drive

erratically, hittingthebrakeshard andoften

(this may also give you the opportunity to

use the “stop short” technique, a la Frank

Costanza). Claim you are being followed.

8. Tell the parking lot attendant that

he cun watch Ihe girls in the back seat make

out if he lets you park for free.

9. Slam on the brakes suddenly,

scream “SNAKE!" and run from the car.

Don’t return for at least an hour. Come
back with a pizza. Don’t offer it to anyone.

10.

Stuck in traffic? Play “eye spy”,

and announce the object you’re spying.

Following that, brag about how much

smarter you are than the rest of them. *Tm

the # t spyer," you could yell.

11.

Take an unexpected turn, and

then announce, “You don't mind if we

make a quick stop in (insert inconveniently

located town here), do you?”

12. Tell them you have to stop for

a coffee, pull up to u Tim Horton’s, then

get out and walk to the Second Cup two

blocks away. Finally, go back to Tim’s for a

muffin.

13. Begin speaking in the third

person, while describing how you think

women are inferior. Mention your mashedpotato
14. IXirn off the heat. If they ask if it's

broken, say “No" in a tone indicating that

there will be no further discussion. Or,

“The Man doesn't need any heat,” you could

15.

Drink beer behind the wheel.

Sean Hockin
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Free, confidential health

advice from people

who are actually qualified

to give it.

Telehealth Ontario
1-866 -797-0000

TTY: 1-866-797-0007

Free access to registered nurses
24 hours a clay, 7 days a week.
www.HealthyOntario.com

-*
(
foike f}ike. "Crossword *

Across:

2.

WWIIAce Baron

3.

Crimson

4. Herring Tint

5. Racially Elite Dentists Acronym

6. Bed rhymer

7.Stop light hue

8. Snow Shade after baby seal hunt

9. Murder - Rum =

1 0. Caught Handed

1 1. Ore anagram

1 2. Valentine's day Colour

Down:

1 . Converse all star color

2.

.White and Blue

3. Linux Company. Hat

4.

Cross, The

5. Hockey Town's Wings

6.

Tint of clothes after murderous rampage

7. Pot Heads desired eye colour

8. Hunt for October

9. Children's tale hood shade

lO.Sounds like "Read"

1 1 .Autoerotic Asphyxiationist's aroused face hue

J}onus Contest!!!/

9.fgou know where the. author. Hole thisgag. from

submit a completed eopg ofthepuzzle and the

answer to win fabulous prizes.

It's never 'not In the mood'

cone, this Zai&ntwe, s Day?

Use toenail dippings for enra hot sensations
’

Push pins In all the right place
i fact) pin In like a tiny orgasm

voodoo voo^o
Run over It with the car for

Use several dolls for a voodoo orgy

Can be used in the privacy of your own home. voodoo

lurdcore S&M

Toike Oike Voodoo Dolls

Get'm while they last!

Call 416 946 3586
* (toenails not included)

(JLFISSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FREE friendly icebreakers! Get those

awkward introductions out of the way in no

time! “Hi, my name is Thomas Allan Cooper.

I like pizza, hockey, and 1 touch myself at

night”. Perfect for interviews! Call Coop, 555-

1238.

YES-MEN needed to fellate my ego without

jerking me around. Ed, 555-2278.

MAIL-ORDER brides. Your last chance

to fulfill those sado-masochistic urges you

sometimes get. Swiffy, 555-8123.

SUMMER JOB OF A LIFETIME! Help

club sealsin theArctic! Freeaccommodations,

some batting skills required. Call K-Ro, 555-

2397-

HOT SWEDISH masseuse needed for

gentle nipple massage. Must have exp. with

counter-clockwise pinky technique. Pooyan,

555-5050.

MERCH WANTED
ALCOHOL needed to purge inner demons.

Dietrich, 555-9274-

DARK alter ego needed to vent burning

desire for vengeance. Murderers! I shall

destroy you all! Call Bruce, 555-2499-

KILLER TOMATOES needed to wreak

destruction upon peaceful American cities.

Call Pinhas, 555-0199-

FRIENDLY Stalin memorabilia needed to

soften tyrant’s image. Call Vladimir, 555-

0283.

HOCKEY STICK. Must fit in my ass. Call

Richard, 555-4658.

SINGLE ACTION Colt Peacemaker w/ 6"

barrel. I like to fan my guns, wink wink. Call

Eugene, 555-5555-

MERCH FOR SALE
CONAN O’BRIEN wig. Be mistaken for gay

wherever you go. Call Mack, 555-2978.

SIEGFRIED & ROY Frosted Flakes. Show

'em you’re a tiger. Call Helmut, 555"3666.

DELICATE Murano glass dolphin figurine.

The ocean’s most intelligent mammal caught

in a serene pose. So beautiful, you won t

believe it's a crack pipe. Call Nacho, 555-

9777-

NIGHTSTICK. Foam handle with grip

provides excellent clubbing control. Blunt

ends maximize surface area for enhanced

soft tissue damage. Call Constable Jerry.

555-2949-

VALENTINE’S DAY condoms, with pink

hearts. Bring playing with your lonesome self

to an all-new low. Call Stefano, 555-2048.

TIMOTHY Findley butt plug and whip. Own
these essentials of Canadian writing history.

Blaire, 555-2937-

ROACH CLIP. Lovingly used. I can’t afford

to keep it around anymore. Jimmy Blaze,

555-7833-

FOR RENT
HEDONISTIC den of sin located in heart of

entertainment district. You just gotta be my
bitch. Call Mikey, 555-8888

TENT in my back yard. Barbeque provided.

You supply the rats. $15 /mo.

Util. incl. Call Eleanor. 555-9541-

Me for the night baby. I hope you are ready

for a good time. Call 555-3543 and ask for

Gigi.

CONNECTIONS
SLEEPLESS in Toronto. The iyienol-3

stopped working. I need someone to punch

me out at night. Call Ricky, 555-6878.

BUTT NAKED all the time baby. Ail the

time. Look but don’t touch, my wee wee is too

sensitive for pleasure. Call Lex, 555-3334-

HORNY and ready for some Valentine’s Day

action. One night stand only. Victoria, 555-

8189.

SELF-DESTRUCTIVE woman looking for

rich man to pay the bills. Call Alexa, 555-

9874

Want to place
an ad?

Go fuck
yourself!
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